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WHAT’S NEW IN RADAROPUS 1.39 - 1.41 

� The successor of RadarOpus 1.38 comes in different steps due to technical reasons. 

� Versions 1.39 (DVD release) is only released for Chinese customers and 

installs improvements from version 1.38 as well as “Radarony Starter 

package” data 

� Version 1.40 (Live Update release) installs these same improvements from 

version 1.38 for all users. This includes a new installation program that will 

manage the backup of personal data in any future Live Update (e.g. version 

1.41). Version 1.40 does not install any data.  

� Version 1.41 (Live Update or DVD release) manages back up of personal 

data before installing the new version and installs new data for those who 

purchased it. 

� Consequently, all users (except Chinese users) will jump from version 1.38 to version 1.40, 

to be followed by version 1.41. These versions are likely to be released only a few weeks 

apart from one other. 

 

WHAT’S NEW IN RADAROPUS 1.39 AND 1.40 (PROGRAM UPDATES) 

A lot of improvements have been made "behind the screen", making these versions faster, 

more compatible, stable and secure. Content in German, French and Spanish has been 

added or fixed (more content fixes to come in 1.41). Several improvements to the Herscu 

module have been included.  

Version 1.39 brings the first ever Chinese version of the program. The backup interface has 

been improved and, as of version 1.41, the installation program will be able to handle large 

update files. Also the first set of WinChip Pro functions has been included. 

 

Because of the long list of changes, new implementations are listed first, followed by bug 

fixes for each section (Repertory, Materia Medica, Patient File). 

 

REPERTORY AND MATERIA MEDICA: NEW IMPLEMENTATIONS 

� A faster and more compatible RadarOpus version 

o New - RadarOpus has been compiled with the new version of QT, library 5.2.1. This new 

library is fully compatible with the last operating systems by Apple and Microsoft. It 

solves some bugs, such as the bug related to the screenshot function on Mac, and fixes 

various glitches of the graphic interface as well as of the program’s engine. This 

includes compatibility with the new Apple OS Yosemite, X 10.10.  

o New - RadarOpus on Mac is now compiled at 64 bit as well 
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� New content and corrections in different non-English languages 

o New - Spanish help and welcome screen have been added 
o New - The user now sees the concepts and families in all languages he/she bought: the 

Synthesis symptoms will be in one or two languages according to the user’s order 

 

� Synthesis App compatibility and improved security 

o New - Feature to import an analysis in an encrypted XML format (to be used by the 

Synthesis App, which will export an analysis in this format). 

o New - A smoother registration process for the user: the activator now updates the 

security key also in case the Archibel registration server is offline 

 

� Smoother functioning of the Herscu module 

o New - When you add a new segment, it is automatically the default segment 

o New - Now it is possible to create an empty segment, name it, close the circle and not 

having it deleted 

o New - Possibility to exclude one symptom inside a segment by putting its value equal to 

“0” 

o New - It is now possible to drag and drop a segment in between two other segments. 

E.g.; you have 4 segments and drag segment 1 in between segments 2 and 3, so that 

segment 2 becomes the first one. Previously it was only possible to drag one segment 

onto another segment to exchange the positions of the two segments 

o New - Clipboards in the multi-clipboard view are now named in the same way as in 

Radar 10.5 

 

� First release of the Chinese version (Radarony) 

Radarony is a limited version of RadarOpus in Chinese. The functions offered have been 

defined in collaboration with our partner, Prof. A. To, who is representing us in Hong Kong, 

China and Macau. Radarony starts up with a Chinese splash screen, indicating Radarony 

and includes installation, menus, messages and documents in Chinese. Here is a list of 

adaptations that have been made to accommodate the Chinese version. 

 

o New - Chinese translations have been integrated in the installation program 

o New - New Chinese translations have been integrated in Radarony 

o New - The Chinese Radarony logo appears at startup in Radarony 

o New - Radarony is automatically enabled when Prof. To's Repertory is enabled on the 

connector 

o New - 1 Chinese repertory + 3 Chinese Reference books are available 

o New - Possibility to search in Chinese language 

o New - Possibility to view reference books (Materia Medica) in two languages at the 

same time (before this was only possible for repertories - this is only used for the 3 new 

Chinese/English books, at present) 

o New - Search a remedy in all open documents in Chinese 
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o New - The Chinese Repertory only has a  Full view 

o New - Copy-paste (of Chinese characters) now works also in the advanced search 

screen (displaying 4 search fields) 

o New - Possibility to make a combined search of one Chinese word and one remedy 

o New - Possibility to make a combined search of two Chinese words 

o New - To’s repertory is automatically opened when the user starts Radarony for the 

first time 

 

� More user friendly backup and installation  

o New - A new message is given, advising the user to make a backup before a Live Update 

takes place 

o New - If the size of the Live Update file is larger than 100 MB, the user is warned that it 

may take a long time to install, so that he/she can decide whether to do it later 

o New - If the size of the scripts for the database update is larger than 100 MB, the user is 

warned that it may take a long time to install, so that he can decide to do it later 

 

� Miscellaneous improvements 

o New - When printing a repertorization, also the repertorization notes are printed 

o New - In Bentley map, when one clicks on the icon of the book "Bentley Soul & 

survival", the book in RadarOpus (btg3) is opened if it can be found; otherwise the link 

goes to the website as in previous versions 

o New: A new caption in the title bar of the program: [RadarOpus engine and version] 

[User name] [License number], e.g.:  

RadarOpus Pro 1.40.2 – User: Carlo Maria REZZANI – License: 110390  

o New - After searching a remedy and opening the search remedy options, a new 

message warns the user about the fact that these options only apply to repertories and 

not to other books 

 

 

PATIENT FILE (WINCHIP): NEW IMPLEMENTATIONS 

 

The patient file (WinChip) is now available in three levels: Easy, Light and Pro. RadarOpus 1.39 

includes the possibility to use the most advanced functions of the Pro version as well. The user 

can upgrade from WinChip Easy or Light to the WinChip Pro. In addition, several fixes have 

been made to the existing functions. 

� New - The Professional functions of WinChip are enabled when the corresponding item is 

enabled on the connector (= if the user has purchased WinChip Pro) 

� New - When saving an analysis from the “Save analysis” window, the notes inserted are 

now saved in the consultation text 
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� New - The group “National Health Service” has been removed from the Administrative 

window. It is however accessible form the Consultation window 

� Consultation list window 

o New - “Reason” and “Type” columns added 

o Consultation text  

� New - It is now possible to select more lines using the Shift+arrow keys 

� New - It is now possible to add an empty row in the middle of the text 

� New - Consultation text auto-saves every minute 

� List of data 

o New - Patient’s “group” list of data added 

� Research window 

o New - Window completely reviewed 

o New - Possibility to export results to excel file 

o New - Save a search and recall it 

 

NEW BOOKS AVAILABLE IN CHINESE 

Only version 1.39 installs the following Chinese data for Chinese users. Version 1.40 does 

not install any new data. 

 

� Chinese: 

These Chinese documents are included in the Radarony Starter package and not available 

to RadarOpus users. 

o TO A., Materia Medica (toa1.zh)  

o TO A., Index to Common Ailments (toa2.zh)  

o TO A., Introduction to Ailments (toa3.zh)  

o TO A., Prof. To's  Repertory [Chinese] (toa4.zh)   

 

REPERTORY AND MATERIA MEDICA: BUG FIXES 

� New content and corrections in different non-English languages 

o Fix - The installer has been modified to set the correct Keynotes for Spanish language in 

Radaropus.ini 

o Fix - For languages where help is not available, English help is shown 
o Fix - When the user opens concepts, then opens the tooltip that shows symptoms and  

clicks on a symptom, the program crashed if the repertory was not already open and in 

the same language 

o Fix - Show concepts in tooltips in the same language as the repertory 
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o Fix - In the repertory, when clicking on a symptom in the list of symptoms attached to a 

concept, that action lead to a repertory in a different language from the one in use. 

Now RadarOpus opens Synthesis in the same language 

o Fix - In the German version of RadarOpus, the Activator now pops up in German 

o Fix - In the German version of RadarOpus , the import analysis window (Ctrl+R) 

contained a sentence in English (now in German) 

o Fix - Some pages of help on line with strange characters were corrected 

 

� Synthesis App compatibility and improved security 

o Fix - It is no longer possible to change Synthesis to e.g. German if German Synthesis has 

not been bought. The German flag will not be shown when clicking on the Globe icon 

o Fix - If the program language is set to Italian, and the user has Synthesis only in English 

and Spanish, Synthesis was hidden in the TOC; now it is visible 

 

� Smoother functioning of the Herscu module 

o Fix - If you add symptoms to clipboards and the Herscu module is already open, and 

then you switch back to the Herscu module, the corresponding segments are now 

added without having to close and re-open the Herscu module 

o Fix - Sometimes the Herscu Analysis window did not consider all non-empty clipboards, 

now it always considers them all 

o Fix - After taking a first symptom, when you see “press any key to search another 

symptom”, now you can select the second symptom. This did not work on Mac in 

previous versions 

o Fix - The Help button on the welcome screen now opens the Help page 

o Fix - If you put a symptom in three segments and clicked on the analysis icon, remedies 

were shown as "present in 1 segment" only (now showing remedies in three segments) 

o Fix - When you give a name to a segment, close the circle and then switch back to 

analysis, the segment name is no longer lost 

o Fix - When you took 2 symptoms in three segments, then dragged a symptom from one 

clipboard to another, that symptoms was not always moved in the RO clipboards (now 

it is) 

o Fix - When you added one symptom to the first segment and clicked on + to add 

another segment, nothing happened; only when you clicked again, the second segment 

was added 

o Fix - Recalculations/refresh screens are now available 

o Fix - When you had already given a name to a given segment, you were not prompted 

again to name it when you added another symptom to it 

o Fix - When you saved a Herscu case and restored it, the segments' names were gone 

o Fix - It is now possible to delete a symptom 

o Fix - Fixed problem with accents in Herscu help page 
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o Fix - If you put 4 symptoms in 4 different clipboards, then opened the Herscu module 

and selected the view where one can see the 4 clipboards, and then tried to drag one 

symptom to another clipboard, RadarOpus crashed 

o Fix - When you clear all clipboards and Herscu module is open, the segment names are 

also cleared and the first segment becomes the first segment 

o Fix - Herscu welcome window text on Mac has been made larger and more readable 

o Fix – Fixed  error that occurred when taking the same symptom twice in the same 

clipboard 

o Fix - When Herscu module is open and one goes to the repertory window to take a 

symptom, the Herscu popup window does not appear anymore 

o Fix - After dragging some symptoms from one clipboard to another, in case one 

clipboard remains empty, now the Herscu analysis does not consider it; previously one 

had to close and reopen this window  

o Fix - In the pop-up window that appears after taking a symptom, the close button has 

been enlarged so that all translations are now visible 

 

� More user friendly backup 

o Fix - The backup function on Mac did not include folders Config. and Data 

o Fix - If radaropus.ini did not specify whether to prompt user to make a backup when 

exiting RadarOpus, now RadarOpus asks the question “Do you want to make the 

backup” by default 

 

� Miscellaneous improvements 

o Fix - Materia Medica is now readable on low resolution screens as well (in previous 

versions the right part of all sentences was not visible) 

o Fix - All menu items that show message "Not yet implemented" have been hidden 

o Fix - Whenever RadarOpus crashes at startup, the next time it is started, it resets the 

settings to their defaults in order to let the program start normally again 

o Fix - First actions of the menu “Take” (“Take with intensity 1”…) now have been 

translated correctly in several languages 

o Fix - If you clicked on the analysis icon in the top bar and chose "Limit to a family", you 

got a message "Feature not ready", now it opens the sub-menu as in the analysis 

window 

o Fix - If you applied "Limit to a family" to an empty clipboard, you had a program crash 

o Fix - Fixed error that occurred pressing F4, F5 and F6 in sequence 

o Fix - Options window now gives message to restart only when one has changed an 

option 

o Fix - After making a search, scrolling the list of results in some books using the trackpad 

no longer leads to a program crash (only occurred on Macintosh) 

o Fix - The welcome screen was appearing again after setting it not to appear any more 

(now it doesn’t) 

o Fix - Search in families fixed 
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o Fix -  Changed the menu under Analysis from “Analysis by family” a “Limit to a family” 

(which is the correct definition of the existing function) 

o Fix - After installing a Live Update, RadarOpus now starts in full screen mode 

o Fix - The title “Synoptic Reference” has been corrected into “Synoptic Reference I” 

(vml10) 

o Fix- Search remedy option window more readable on Mac 

o Fix - When the Synthesis was not open in full view, and one decided to change the 

repertory language, a message could pop up warning that the current view, for that 

language, should have been rebuilt. In case of a positive answer, there is no more crash  

o Fix - After searching a remedy in all documents and selecting both options “View all 

documents” and “View the summary”, and then deselecting option “View the 

summary”, the full symptom is now visible and not only the last symptom level  

o Fix – When searching for “apis mellifica” in French and, in options, selecting only 

remedies with degree 3 and 4, the search result is now correct 

o Fix – When the following sequence was applied: search for a family in the search 

window; right click on the family  and open search options; change an option; open a 

new search tab; close it: no more crash occurs 

o Fix - Changed the default option to drag and drop symptoms from 100 to 50 

milliseconds (to solve problems when dragging and dropping symptoms) 

o Fix - Correction of close in the Ctrl-S window (the button to close the section "Export 

current analysis" did not work) 

o Fix - -Correction of display in the Ctrl-S window (the section "Save current analysis to a 

new patient" did not show its elements correctly) 

o Fix - Correction of messages in the Ctrl-R window on Mac OS 

 

 

PATIENT FILE (WINCHIP): BUG FIXES 

� Fix - When the patient window was closed or a patient was deleted, the photo of the 

patient remained visible in the lower-left corner 

� Fix - When removing a rubric from the clipboard, the patient window now knows the 

modifications and activates the save button 

� Fix – When the text in the grid cell is too long, it is now displayed on more lines 

� Fix - Fixed an error happening while saving the title of the free fields 

� Fix -   Solved error when clicking on the WinChip icon, while running Mac OS Snow Leopard 

� Consultation list window 

o Fix - At the first start, the grid in this window did not load correctly some values 

o Fix - Fixed an error in “list of consultations” window: clicking on an analysis (in the 

“Analysis” cell) now always opens the analysis clicked 

o Consultation text  

� Fix - Loading of the consultation text is now faster 
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� List of data 

o Fix - Corrected a bug in the Lists of data when deleting the text written as search 

string 

o Fix - Various lists of data in the veterinary “Personal information” window were 

corrected and added 

� Fixed some bugs in the importation from WinCHIP 3.x utility: 

o Fix - Lists of data are now correctly imported 

o Fix - The patient’s second name is now correctly imported 

o Fix - Other minor fixes 

� Prescription tab 

o Fix - Only the column “Therapy name” is mandatory 

o Fix - In the column “Potency” it is now possible to insert any value, even characters 

o Fix - Other bug fixes regarding the saving and showing of functions. 


